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IN THE. 

CIVIL DEFENSE PROGRAM 

The peculiar dangers characteristic o£ atomic attack are those 

arising from the ::rresence of ionizing radiations, a physical phenomenon 

loosely termed radioactivity. 

~fuile it is hoped that international control of atomic energy, which 

would eliminate the possibility of atomic attack, may be achi8"1'ed, our 

national seaurity demand.a immediate development and implementation of a 

specific plan for radiological defense as a part of the national ciTil 

defense program. 

All those passive measures of atomic defense directed toward the 

prevention or mitigation of ~ersonnel injuries reB'tllting from over-exposure 

to radiological hazards are collectively termed radiological defense. 

As related to atomic attack, aZly and all risks arising from, or attriout-

able to, the presence of ionizing rndiations are called radiological hazards. 

With respect both to atomic attack and to radiological def<enae, the 

term ionizing radiations may be taken to meaZl those nuclear emanations, gamma 

rcys, neutrons, beta particles and alpha "Jarticlee, which are capable of 

penetrating the human body to T2.rying depths. '?hey ~ cause injury ·through 

ionization of the countless tiny cells of which all living tissue is composed. 

For purposes of this discussion, there is no need to be concerned with their 

detailed ;hyaical characteristics. 
BEST COPY AVAILABLE 

Use of Bomb Assumed. The possibility of employment of atomic weapons 

in attack a.gn.inst our country increases with time, but detailed discussion 
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of enemy ca.pabili ties, both present and future, doee not properly lie 

w1 thin the scope of this report. In order to provide some definite 

conception of the devastating effects of atomic attack, it will be assumed, 

solely for purposes of simplification, that a single atomic bomb is dropped 

without •.1arning on some densely populated industrial area in the nation. 

Aerial Burst Probable. In view of the numerous technical advantages 

which may reasonably be expected to accrue, it is ?robable that the bomb 

used by a theoretical enemy would be detonated well above the earth's surf.'.l.ce, 

as was the case at both Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

Casualty Estimates for Aerial Burst. Detailed anal.7s1s ot i;ertinent 

data provides the following estimate of probably ca11Ualtie1 resulting from 

this tne of aerial detonation of a single atomic bomb: 

Total :lumbers of Fatal and Non-Fatal Oasua.ltiee. It is estimated 

that human casualties of various types would total roughly 100,000, 

including: 

1:,atal. APP' orlmately 4o,ooo in all, with 20,000 persons killed 

outright and 20,000 additional dying within the first week 

following detonation. 

Non-Fntal. Approximately 60,000 in all, with 20,000 serious 

cases in the first week, plus 20,000 requiring extensive and 

20,000 lesser degrees of medical treatment during the first 

three weeks after detonation. 

Generalized '?zyes of Casualties. The two general types of 

injuries to be expected are: 

Those Common to Ordinary Attack. These would include 

shock, burns from flash and flame and varied trauma 

/ 



produced by blast, flying debris and structural collapse. 

They would be similar to those resulting from ordinary 

high explosive raids of comparable destructive force 

and would cover a wide range of individual severity. 

?hose Peculiax to Atomic Attack. These injuries, which 

may be observed either alone or in combination with 

other listed immediately above, are caused by exposure 

to ionizing radiations. In non-fatal cases, ihe general 

signs and symptoms of such injuries uBtlally become 

apparent from three to 21 dqa a:f\er exposure. They 

include malaise, nausea, bloody diarrhea, prolonged blood 

clotting time, and reduced resistance to infection and 

disease. Administr~tion o:f whole blood represents the 

principal form of effective treatment. Promptly administer

ed, it ma;y oe expected. to save the lives of lll8n1 "borderline" 

cases. 

Georgi-aphical Distribution of Oaeualties. In general, but with 

marked "spotiness" attributable to "chance shielding" and other 

factors, the nature and percentage of casualties would be 

directly dependent upon distance from the point of detonation. 

Over-all distribuiion estimates, based on distances from \he 

center of impact, are as follows: 

Within 500 Yards. Nearly l(){}"p immediate fatalities~ 

be expected. They would be due to exposure to ionizing 

radiation, blast, burns, structural collapse and numeroui 

other factors. 



:BetFeen 500 and 1,000 Yard11. Nearly lOo% fatalities 

may be expected, with deaths occurine at various tines 

within the fi::st three weeks after detonatbn and 

de:;:iend.ing u~'en the degree and nature of .3xposure. The 

tY]:1en of injuries sustained ·10uld agv..in vary -.videly. 

In pr.'.!ctic~lly a.ll cases, ionizing radiation could be 

the primary cause of death, though in many instances 

i'\ :mcy not be. 
. 

Between l,000 and l,500 Yards. The likelihood of fatal 

injury due to the effects of ionizing radiations would be 

greatly reduced, but the likelihood of serious injur-.r b~r 

flash and flame remains high. It may be expected that 

fa.tali ties in this area would total approximately 501i 

of all individuals present. 

Between 1,500 and 2,500 Yards. Ionizing radiation may 

be expected to cause many non-fatal injuries, but prnctically 

all fataliaies ~ould be directly attributable to other 

factors. It is likely that approximately 15% of all people 

in the area \1ou.ld. be killed. 

Between 2,500 and 3,000 Yards. Faialities would be rare, 

proba"oly 17; to 2% of all persons in the zone. Host of 

them would be due to thermal burns or to indirect effects 

of the blast. 

:Beyond 3,000 Yards. Few, if any-, injuries may be antici

pated. 
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Radiological Razcxde Produced by Aerial 3urst. ~he detonation of an 

atomic bomb ~roducea two genern.lized types of rndiological hazards. In an 

aerial burst, the first, e.nd by fu.r the most injurious to people, is caused 

by the intensive gamna r~:d.in.iion 211d the ~.rast shower, or "flux", oi neutrons 

released during the spli t-gecond period of a.c tu.al detonation. While this 

particular hazard lasts only a few seconis, 1 ts killing power is incredible. 

In combination with injuries from other causes, it may be expected to result 

in death to practically all persons within 1,000 yards of the center of impact. 

Being an adequate distallce from the )oint of detonation is the only practical 

measure of mass protection from this hazard, although some persons in near-by 

positions may escape its effects due to "chance shielding". This "accidental• 

form of protection may be provided by terrain, earthen embankments, heavy walls 

of concrete or similar radiation barriers. 

The second type of radiol,gica.l hazard ?roduced by atomic bomb explosions 

is the lingering, or persistent, hazard attributable to the :rresence of 

radioactive fission products, or "bomb ashes". In an aerial burst, these 

are of only minor iwportance, as most of the harmful "waste materials" are 

swept skyward with the hot gases resulting from the explosion. There they 

are widely dispersed by the varying winds at different levels of altitude. 

The likelihood of serious ground contamination attributable to fission products 

is &mall, even near the center of impact. Aerial contamination may, however, 

temporarily :provide serious hazards to aircraft operating within some miles 

downwind of the site of detonation. Then, too, "fall out" from the bomb 

cloud may produce localized hazards at points far removed from the place of 

actual attack. The principal effects of the latter would be psychological 

rather than physical. 
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Radiological Hazards Produced by SUrface and SUb-SUrface J3ursta. In 

planning for radiological defense, the possibility of surface and sub-surface 

bomb detonations cannot be entirely disregarded, though likelihood of their 

employment is considered comparatively small. 

In a surface burst, the r!l.dioLgical hazards oroduced at the actual time 

of detonation ere grossly comparable to those of an aerial burst, although 

the rsn~e of the blast effects may be noticeably lessened. On the other hand, 

the lingering rudiological hazards will usually be of f a:r greater importance 

than in those instances in which the bomb is exploded in mid-air. Persistent 

radioactiTe ground eont£..min!'ticn !!l2.y reasonably be expected to be encountered 

in the target area. It will represent a serious hazard, particularly to 

personnel whose civil defense duties may recuire entry therein. Downwind 

contamination of the air will be 'TIU.Ch the same ~s that resulting from an aerial 

burst. In 2.ddition, there may be contamination of nearby bodies of water as 

a result of "fall out", while spreed of ground contamination through surface 

drainage and mov~ment of sub-surface waters is also a distinct ?Ossibility • 

.Any diste.nt, downwind hazards attributable to cloud 11 fa.ll out" will be :primarily 

of psychological sir;nificance, as in the case of a.n aerial burst. 

Should the bomb 'Je detonated beneath the surface of a body of water, as 

was the case in the second Bikini eX".leriment, the radiological e~fects will 

differ ·rldely froza those ?roduced by surface or aerial explosions. Under these 

circumst~nces, the r~diations releQsed at the instant of detonation ma¥ Largely 

be "absorbed" by the ·rater ancl so be rendered of r:iinor importance. On the 

other hand, aerial contr:.rJination, th::rn;;h greu.tl,:; limited in extent, ~be 

of !:i.igh intensity. ..\.11 neal"by land 13.reas .::i.nd. above-surface objects, as 

well as the water "body itself, '.Ifill doubtless be ::ieavily contaminated with 
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radioactive fission products. Aa a rule, this contamination will persist for 

unusually long periods of time, depending upon rate of radioactive decay, 

dispersion and dilution in the water and other factors. 

O:BJZCTI~S OF .A. PLAN FOR :ilDIOLOGIC.AL DEF:sNSE 

The primary objectives of the radiological defense plan should bei 

a. To prevent or mitigate personnel injuries resulting from 

exposure to radiological hazards, through detection and avoidance 
• 

of such hazards; 

b. To facilitate the work of relief and the restoration of 

essential services, through the protection of personnel whose civil 

defense duties require their entry into radiologically hazardous 

areas; and 

c. To prevent or minimize confusion and panic, through the 

collection and proper dissemination of factual in.formation concerning 

the existence, or non-existence, of radiological hazards. 

SPSCUL COlISIDZILl.TIONS r:i PL.Almnm FOR RADIOLOGIC.AL DEFllNSE 

The peculiar characteristics of atomic attack present new and highly 

technical problems of defense, requiring special consideration in all phases 

of radiological defense planning. The more important of these ares 

Detection and Avoidance of Radiological Hazards the Basic Princinle in 

Radiological Defense. Assuming lack of 1.,rarning of attack and consequent 

inability to utilize available shelters, little can be done to protect persons 

within 3,000 yards of the point of bomb detonation from the extreme radiation 



hazards existing at the moment of actual e::z:ploaion. 

On the other hand, personnel injuries caueed by oTer-exposure to the 

persistent radiol :gical hazards produced as a result of the detonation can 

very often be either prevented or mitigated through detection and avoidance 

of those hazards. 

In view of these f~cts, the detection and avoidance of radiological 

hazards necessarily becomes the basic principle for all radiological defense 

operations within the civil defense program. 

External and Internal Radiation Hazards. One highly inaidious characteristic 

of many radiological hazards 11 the fact that they may exist either outside 

of or within the human body. In most instancee, the source of radiation 

remains outside the body and causes injury through penetration of the tissues 

from without. Under these circumstances, the rays or particles are termed 

external radiations. Broadly speald.ng, injuries attributable to this type of 

hazard usually become apparent w1 thin three weeks after exposure. 

On the other hand, radioactive fission products, or "bomb waste", may 

inadvertently enter the oody. This usually takes place by direct methods, such 

as inhal3tion or contamination:. of open cuts or vonnds. It may, however, occur 

indiTectly, as is the case when humans eat :fishes whose bodies contain radioactive 

materials picked ilp in feeding. Once inside the body, the radiations from such 

materials penetr::te and ionize the tissues :from within and are consequently' 

called internal hazards. Since the amount of material entering the body is 

usually •:call and its radioactive intensity comparatively low but often long

lived., injuries attributable to internal hazards may not become apparent for 

severcl. years. 

Limitations of Protective Clothing and Devices. Insofar as highly intensive 

radiations are concerned, truly -::irotective clothing ia non-existent and there 
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is little reason to believe that ita future developmant is possible. Ordinary 

clothing, however, not only provides protection against certain of the less 

penetrating radiations, such as alpha particles, but also prevents, at least to 

a degree, surface contamination of the skin with fission products which may 

unavoidably be picked up in contaminated areas. As a general rule, contaminated 

clothing should be removed and disposed of as soon as possible a.fter leaving 

contaminated areas. Disposable hats and gloves are desirable for use by those 

persons whose civil defense duties require their entry into radiologically 

hazardous areas in which they are likel7 to pick U'P contamination. 

While it may prove desirable to provide certain civil defense personnel 

who are required to work in radiologically hazardous areas with face masks of a 

type effective in preventing inhalation of radioactive materials, their widespread 

use by members of the civil population is currently deemed to be neither necessary 

nor desirable. 

Linitationa of Decontamination Procedures. Decontamination procedur~s as 

they pertain to extensive land areas, buildings, ships or large items of special 

equipment have :proved to be impractical. On the other hand, human decontamination, 

confined to the removal of contCllllinated clothing plus thorough washings and re

washings of 'he face, hands and body with soap and water, often is both pr~ctical 

and effective. This should be routine :procedure for :personnel required to w:irk 

in contaminated areas. 

Detection of Ionizing :?.adiations Reauires Special !qui~ment in Hands of 

Trained PerAonnel. It is impossible to see, hear, feel or smell ionizing 

radiations. Their ?resence can be detected only by means of special equipment, 

such as ionization oha.mbers and Geiger counters, operated b7 technically trained 

personnel: 
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Protective Measures for the Individual. While the primary measures of 

radiological defense are of a highly technical nature and would necessarily have 

to be carried out by members of a specially trained and equipped radiological 

deiense organization, the private invidivu.al should be prepared to take the 

following ~recautions in order to assure the .111&%imum possible degree of pergonal 

protection from r3diological hazards: 

a. He !llUst be thoroughly aware of the insidious nature of the 

radiological dangers inherent in atomic attack and must strictly comply 

with all instructions and regulations promulgated for the purpose 

of minimizing their devastating effects; 

b. Re must avoid designated radiological hazards; 

c. He must ma..lte every effort to a.void bodily contamination ~d th 

radioa.cti ve :materials and must follow the presoribed measures for 

per~onal decontamination should he have reason to believe this body 

raz:y hnve become contal!linated; and 

d. He must exercise. every possible :precaution aimed at prevention 

of internal radb.tion hazards caused by ·entry of radioactive 

meterials into the body. For example, he would refrain from eating 

or d.rin.1..'i.ng foods and liquids 1 hich there is reason to believe me:y 

be contC'..llltnated, would refrain from llllOking while working in or 

near rcdiologically hazardous areas and would wash the hands 

thoroughly before handling food.stuffs. 

In this generol connection, it is naturally assumed that he would take 

full advant&.ge of available shelters should the time factor permit. 

RADICLOGIC.AL DEFENSE OPERATIONS IN STRICKEN AREAS 

Collective oper~tions carried out in stricken areas by members and 
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components of local radiological defense organizations represent the 

backbone of the entire radiologica1 def ensa ~rogrrun. In J'.!l.;".IlY instances, 

they !!lIJY ?rove to be not only the means of ?revention of countless hw:uui 

inju.xies caused by over-exposure to ionizing radiations, but also the key to 

suf e, orierly and ef±.'ecii ve oper .tion of all civil defense activities ~vi thin 

a stricl:en area. 

Practically all organized measures of radiological defense n.re car~ied 

out by local org<1D.izations. They take the form of area. survey and technical 

service oper~tione. Each is discussed below. 

Al'ea Survey Operntions. Each local radiological defense orgunization should 

number among its components 50 or more Radiological Defense .Area Survey Units. 

These are groups of f.rom four to ten individuals fully trained and speciall~r 

equipped for detection and measurement of ionizing radiations. Un~er technical 

direction ,of the :aadiological Defense Operations Officer (.Area Survey Units), 

they would condLct surveys of assigned areas for the purpose of detecting and 

delimiting rwiiological hazards. 

~ce:pt as otherwise prescribed and with such variations as oa.y be 

necesdtu.ted 'Jy operotional exigencies (radiations of extreme intensityt 

peysictl destruction, irrcgula.ri ties of terrain and sinilar obstacles), ar<::a. 

surveys vould. be znade on a. uniform line tr~nsect basis, followi.nt; parallel 

lines from 150 to 200 yards apart. In"built up" aections, streets would be 

!ollow~d, S'ILT'Veying each one, or every other one, depending upon the size 

of the blocks. 

In the vicinity of the so-called "incident area", or •area of total 

destr~cti~n", the lines of survey would take the form of conTerging radii 

directed touard the center of destruction. These !'articular operations are 

ai:ned :?r Ua.rily at determining the ::'erineter of the radiological hazard 

• 



which iJ1B:¥' reasonably be expected to exist in or near the incident area. 

The information gained will be of especial value to firefighting, ret1eue 

and other civil defense groups operating within this vital area. 

The so-called •rear areas" include territory extending back from 

six to eight miles on all sides of the incident area. Here the r:ldiological 

surveys would be made on the standard parallel-line-basis. They may be 

expected to provide facts eseential for safety in the directed movements of 

the civil population. On the basis of information furnished by the Area 

SurTey Units, the police service then would post, and where necessary patrol, 

the boundaries of all radiologically hazardous areas in order to prohibit entry 

therein by unauthorized persons. 

The "immediate down-wind area" extends up to 50 miles from the center 

of the incident area in the general direction of the winds prevailing at 

the tine of and immediately follo'fing the incident. Area survey operations 

conducted in these areas would take the form of "spot checks" aimed at 

detection of any radiological hazards attributable to cloud "fall out". Down-

wind surveys at greater distances woald be made by Area Survey Units from 

other local organizations in accordance with directions from the appropriate 

State Civil Defense Director, acting with the advice of his :Radiological Defense 

Advisor. 

The so-called "down-water" oper~tions are surface surveys of stree.ms and 

rivers ained at detection of radiolJgical hazards which may be considered 

capable of later ~roducing hazards at ;oints downstream from the incident area. 

Individuals engaged in area survey o~erations would record all significant 

radiation data on st."l.ndardized grid sheets. 3ssential digests of these data, 

especially information concerning the nature and locQtion of radiological 

hazards would be periodically tr3.D.smitt€d to the 'B.adiological Situation 
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Plotting Center in \he opero.t1onal headquarters of "he local 'a vil Defense 

Director via estcblished channels of communication. There they wouJ.d ~e 

graphic~lly ~ortr:iyed on charts of the locality in order to ~rovide current 

infor~iation on the rQdiological sitUe.tion. 

::::vcluation of the dEta collected b~r the .Area SurTey Units and eum.n:iarized 

on the :'ladiolJgic;:i.l Situation Plot would ;rovide the local Civil :Defense 

:Director '.d. th '..nformat1:m vi td to proper discharge of his duties m>.d responsi-

bilities. It also would :t'u...""D.ish the ?olice, firefighting, rescue and other 

civil defense groups w.1 th fucts essentia.l to proceeiing safely with their 

res11ecti ve oper:'ltions. 

In this connection, it should be obvious that negative information --

that is, no rcA.i~tions detected - gathered by Area. SnrTey Uni ts may often 

be of as sreat, and sometimes even greeter, importance than ~ositive data. 

For e~..arlule, should the area s'U.!"vey operations disclose no rDniological hazards 

within cert~i~ areas, all civil defense activities within those ~articular 

sections can be con.ducted without fee..r of injuries resulting from over-exposure 

to ionizing r~diations. In addition, the civil population can also be 

assureC. that no radiologice.l de.ngers exist therein. 

Technical Service ()ner2.tions. Each local re..diol·1gica.l defense organization 

should b.ave.a,mong its components from ten to 100 3.adiologica.l Defense Technical 

Service Units for assignment to various Civil Defense Ser'Yices. These groups 

should be com:posed of from two to 20 individuals ful}y t:rained and specially 

ea_uipI_ied to ietect and measure ionizing rcdiations. '!'hey would operr~te under 

teclm.ical dir~ction of the Rn.O.iologicnl -;)efense Operations Officer (~ecbnicc..l 

SerVice Uni ts) and. under tacticul direction of the individual in charge of the 

~olice, firefighting, medical or other oner,'.'tionnl unit to which assigned.. 
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Their duty would be to collect and interpret technical information on 

rate and intensity of radiation necessary to prevent over-exposure of 

personnel whose civil defense duties require their entry into radiologically 

hazardous areas. 

Radiological Defense Technical Service Units should always accompany, 

or precede, the police, firefighting, rescue and other oper<.~tional groups 

to vhich assigned into ail1' and all areas where there is reason to believe 

that ionizing radiations .Dla1' be encountered. On the basis of the radiation 

rate and intensity data secured., the radiological defense personnel would 

advise the leaders of those units concerning the maximum period of time which 

workers J.llB¥ remain in specific radiologically hazardous areas without likeli

hood of injury. Withdrawals and replacements made in accordance with the 

advice furnished should provide protection from radiation injuries for all 

persons engaged in post-attack civil defense operations. 

Radiological Defense Technical Service Units aasigned to firefighting 

groups are likely to be among the :first, if not the very first, radiological 

defense units to detect the presence of ionizing ra.diatione in bombed areas. 

Therefore they report their initial detections to the Radiological Situation 

Plotting Center in the operational headquarters of the local Civil Defense 

Director via established channels of communication. All significant data 

must, of course, be incorporated in the plot. 

TI:m RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE ORGANIZATION 

General Organization Reauirements. Effective radiological defense on a 

nationwide scale necessitates not only immediate establishment of a separate 

Radiological Defense Division in the Office of Civil Defense, but also immediate 
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development of Radiological Defenae Organization&, including operational 

units, in states and communities. All plans of organization for oradiological 

defense must be fully integrated with those for the over-all civil defense 

progrnm. 

The primary )urpose of the organization must necessarily be the collection 

and interpret>i.tion of the technical information on existence of ionizing 

radiations which is required to achieve the objectives of radiological defense. 

Proper interpretation of data concerning the rate and intensity of 

ionizing radiations requirea their collection on a uniform basis. Furthermore, 

the necessity for close cooperation, not only between various state and local 

components within the Radiological Defense Division, but also between Division 

units and comparable units within the Armed. Forces, demand• absolute unifornity 

of all radiological defense nrocedures. These two factors combine to require 

an unusually high degree of standardization throughout all levels of the . 
radiological defense organization. 

In addition, there are two other organizational requirements Wl.ich are 

of vital importance. First, in order to ha~e an effective organization 

comprised of fully qualified technical personnel available at the time of 

attack, it is imper-tive that the :Radiological Defense Division be ir.nnediately 

formed and activated, if only on a limited scale. Secondly, in order 

adequately to train and prepare for radiological defense in tioe of war, it is 

necessary during the present peacetime period to develop an organization of 

essentially the same design and strength as may be required in the event 

of war. These particular requirements are pt culiar to radiological defense 

in that nc nucleus of organization for such defense now exists. Most other 

elements of the civil defense organization currently exist in some degree and 
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are capable of comparatively rapid expansion and coordination. 

In organizing for radiological defenae, the following facts must 

constantly be borne in mind: 

Practically all actual defensive operations would be per::.'ormed by Area 

Survey and Technical Servite Unite within local organizations. 

The oper~tronal activities carried out b~ State units would be li~ited, 

but highl~· technical in nature. 

The functions of the national organization would be largely concerned 

vith"develo'Pl!lent of sound training and oper~tiona.l plana and maintenance 

of tight technical direction of activities. 

Responsibilitie1 within ihe regional office& llOUld be those of inter-

state coordination. 

National Or~anization (Chart ). In addition to promulgation of sound 

training and operational plans, the Radiological Defense Division of ihe 

Office of Civil Defense would establish policies, principles and standards 

to be followed in activities of the state and local organizations. 

The ?ersonnel immediately required within the Radiological Defense 

Division, includesi 

a. Chief, Radiological Defense Division. 

He would be responsible for over-all administration, 

supervision and coordination of the radiological defense progrc:..m 

and for its scientific and technical application within the 

civil defense program. Re should ]Oseess outst~..nding ability 

and national recognition in the field of rn.diological defense, 

as well as thorough appreciation of the scientific and technical 

aspects of this highly snecialized field, including its medical 
- . 

implications. His academic 'background should include a 
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doctorate in a physical science or in medicine, pref er~bly 

the latter. Re should be of professorial rank, or the 

equivalent. while military experience related to atomic 

wa.rf~re is highly desirable. Re should be a "career 

employee". 

b. Denuty Chief for Technical Direction. 

He would serve as senior advisor in the tebhnical aspects 

of radiological defense, with cognizance over all scientific 

and technical matters pertaining to detection and measurement 

of ionizing radiations and standards relating thereto. Re 

should possess outstanding ability and recognition in a field 

of science basic to radiological defense. His academic 

back~ound. should include a Ph.D. or D.Sc. degree in a physical 

science related to radiologr. He should be of professorial 

rank, or equivalent. He should be a 'career employee". 

c. Administrative Assistant. 

He would serve as general administrative assistant to 

the Chief, Radiological Defense Division and be responsible for 

all administr'·_tive details. He should possess both experience 

and demonstrated ability in high level staff procedure • 

.A.a implementation of the over-all civil defense program progresses, 

there will be required in the Radiological Defense Division four Assistant 

Chiefs, one for Personnel, one for Security and Public Information, one for 

Plans and Operations and one for Logistics. 

The Division should be served by an .Advisory Committee on Radiological 

Defense, composed of five nationally recognized authorities in the fields of 
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medicine, p~sics and chemistry who are also experienced in the practical 

aspects of radiological defense. Its primary mission would be to advise 

the Chief of \he DiTision in matters of over-all policy and to submit 

recommendations -Jertaining to gener~l operation of the Division. 

In 3dd1t1on to the Advisory Committee, the Division should also be 

served by a number of advisory sub-committees. These so-called Task 

Committees would be actual 'ii>rking groups composed of recognized authoritias 

in specialized scientific fields. They would be assigned specific tasks 

aimed at the solution of lcey problems, BU.Ch as those pertaining to education 

of the public, 1n1trument standards and training methods. Their work would 

be of vital inportance in the development of a sound and effective plan for 

radiological defense. 

Regional Organization. When Regional Offices are established~ ea.ch 

should have a Radiological Defense Division primarily concerned with 

inter-state coordination of oper~tions. It would be comprised of a Chief, 

an .<\ssistant for Pl2.lls, Oper~tions and ~raining and an Assistant for Logistics. 

State Organization. (Chart ). The State .Radiological Defense Division 

should be headed by a Chief, with an Assistant for Plans, Operations and 

Training and an Assistant for Logistics. He would be served by a State 

Advisory Committee on Radiological Defense, composed of recog;nized authorities 

in the fields of physics, medicine and chemistry. 

The only truly o:perr-.tional uni ts within the state radiological defense 

organization should be Technical Service Units assigned to Mobile Reserve 

Battalions, plus limited numbers of Special Purpose Units which would operate 

under technical direction of the Chief of the state Division. The latter 

units, as ordered by the State Director for Civil Defense, would perform 



de\eiled technical functions requiring highly specialized knowledge and skills. 

Local Organization. (Chart ). Each Local Badiological Defense 

Division would be composed of the following members and components: 

a. Ohief 1 !gooal P..adiolo9c.'?.l Defense Division. lie must be 

specially trained ruid fully qualified in the duties of the 

as~ignment. He would serve ~s ad.visor to the loce.l Director 

for Civi~ Defense, furnishing technical information concerning 

the rv.dioLgical aspects of civil defense. He would be 

responsible for the technical direction and coordination of 

all radiological defense activities within the locality and 

would advise the director in all matters relating to radiological 

defense. 

b. Fadiologicnl Defense Op0r: .. tions Officer (Area SUrvey uni ts). He 

nust be specially tr~.ined and fully q_ualified in 'he duties 

of the assi~ent. Under technical direction of the Chief, he 

would serve as ?.adiologicHl Defense Oper~'.tions Officer (.:irea 

SurTey Units), furnishing technical information on the nature 

and loc~tion of radiological hazards. Re would be responsible 

for maintenance of the centrai or headquarters RadiolJgical 

Situation Plot and for technical direction of all r~ciclogical 

defense area survey orierEitions. 

c. Ratliolo~ical Defense Operations Officer (Technical Service Units). 

He must be specially tro.ined and fully qualified in the duties 

of the assignment. Under technical direction of the Chief, he 

would serve as fu,_diological Defense Operations Q:;''ficer ('..::echnical 

Service Units), furnishing technical information concerning the 
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radiological protection of personnel comprising operational 

units of the firef1ghting, police, medical and other services. 

Ke would be responsible for the technical direction of all 

radiological defense Technical Service Units, and for the 

assignment of. such 'llll.its, or personnel therefrom, to other 

operational units. 

d. ?..adiological Defense Logistics Officer. He must be speciallf 

trained and fully qa.alif1e4. in the duties of the assigillllent. 

Under technical direction of the Chief, he would aerve as 

Badiological Def'ense Logistics Officer, euppl.7ing all radio

logical defense equipment and materiel required by the local 

radiological defense organization. He would be responsible 

for the supply, maintenance and re-supply of all operational 

equipment required by .Area Survey, Technical Service a.nd other 

radiological defense oper;:.tional uni ts. 

e. 3adiological Situation Plot Groun. This UJJ.1 t is composed of 

from one to five individuals of officer grade and from five to 

twenty-five of technician grade, all specially trained and fully 

qualified. Under technical direction of Radiological Defense 

Operations Officer (Area Stlrvey Units), the Group would maintain 

f. 

_Radiological Situation Plot in the operational headquarters 

of the Local Civil Defense Director, and would be responsible 

tor the correlation, charting and reeQrding of information 

concerning the nature and location of all radiological hazards 

within the local oper~tional area. 

Radiological Defense Oper<:tional Su.Ppll Group. This unit would 

be composed of one individual of officer grade and from two to 
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ten of technician grade, all fully qualified and specially 

trained. Under technical direction of the Radiological Defense 

Logistics Officer, the Group would supply, repair and re-supply 

radiological defense oper~tional equipment required for use 

within the local operGtiona.l area. It would be responsible for 

emergency supply and maintenance of all operationd. equipment 

required by .Area Survey and Technical Service Units during 

periods of actual defensive operations. 

g. .Area Surrez tJnits. (Ten to 100 U'Aits). Each would be composed. 

of from two to four individuals of officer grade, one of vhom 

should be designated as lead.er, plus from four to eight indivi

duals of technician grade, all fully qualified and specially 

trained. Under technical direction of the Radiological Defense 

Opere .. tions Officer (Area SUrvey Units), the Units would conduct 

area surTeys for the purpose of locating radiologically hazo.rdous 

areas through the detecti8n and measurement of ioniaing radiations. 

They would be responsible for delimiting al.l such hazards and 

for trOAsmission of detailed information concerning the nature 

and location of each to the local operational headquarters 

through established channels of communications. They would 

serve a primary function of providing the Local Civil Defense 

Director with information vital to ?roper discharge of his duties 

and re3ponaibilities. 

h. Technical Service Uni ts. (Ten to 100 Uni ts). Each would be 

col1l:9osed of from two to four individuals of officer grade, one 

of who~ should be designated as leader, plus Taried numbers of 

individuals of teclmicia.n grade, all specially trained and fully 
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qualified. They operate under technical direction of the 

Radiological Defense Oper~tions Officer {Technical Service 

Units) and under tactical direction of the individual in charge 

of the operational unit to which assigned and with which they 

aove in operations. They would collect and interpret that 

technical information (intensity and rate of radiation) which 

is necessary to prevent over-exposure of personnel whose 

duties require their entry into radiologically hazardous areas. 

Their primary function would be the radiological protection of 

members of the various technical service operational unite. 

They would not normally engage in area survey operntions. 

~oth because of the likelihood that enemy attack may come with little 

or no warning and because the initial strike ~be so devastating as to render 

a large percentage of all members of a local Civil Defense organization 

essentially "hors de combat", it is important that development of the local 

radiological defense organization incorporate the following characteristics. 

First, reserve personnel for the four key positions (Chief, Operations 

Officers and Logistics Officer) should be Rat least two deep". In other 

words, there must be for each of these ?OBitions at least one additional 

individual capable of immediately assuming the positions in the"event that 

the regularly desir;:nated personnel be for a:ny- reason unavailable. These 

reserves should not only be fully qualified and trained, but should also be 

wid~ly dispersed insofar as their regular ylacee of residence and employment 

are concerned. Only then will constant availability of necessary personnel 

be reasonably assured. 

Secondly, all radiological defense onerational units, especially Area 

Survey and Technical Service Units and the personnel comprising them, must be 



so organized and trained that they not only can aerve as replacements for 

other units, but also can operate either as units, or as individuals 

performing unit !unctions. In other words, Area Survey and Technical Service 

Units must be capable of performing either survey or service functions as 

m~ be assigned, while all personnel comprising such teams mu.st be capable 

of functioning as units, part-units or individuals. 

PROOUlUJMENT OF PERSOilNJCL 

Genernl Personnel Reauirements. In the procurement of personnel for the 

radiological defense organization, all thought and action must be directed 

toward employment of individuals possessing the highest possible qualifications. 

particularly pertinent ability, training and experience. 

?ersonnel prerequisites for various JOsitions within the Radiological 

Defense Divisions differ widely. In some cases, \he requirements call for 

extensive technical or scientific training and experience, but only limited 

administrative a·onity. In others, the reverse holds true. .Between these 

two extremes there are many demanding a balanced combination of qualifications. 

It is of utmost importance that the duties of each particular grade or 

position be clearly set forth and that minil:IW!l qualification standards for 

them be not only established, but rigidly adhered to in filling all positions 

within the radiological defense organization. 

Sources of Personnel. In general, .it should be possible to obtain 

personnel for the Radiological Defense Divisions from the following sources: 

a. Personnel for Local Organizations. 

It is believed that a nucleus of personnel auitable 

for local radiological defense organizations ean be drawn 
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from the ranks of the teachers of physics and related sciences 

in the secondary schools. 

b. Personnel for State Organizations. 

It is believed that professors of ]bysics and related 

sciences in the various colleges and universities )rovide an 

adequate source of personnel for state radiological defense 

organizations. 

c. Persorurel for National and Regional Offices •. 

In view o:f' the unique prerequisites required, it is 

believed neceasary to draw key radiological defense personnel 

for the :National and Regional Offices of the organization either 

from the faculties of various colleges and universities or from 

those persons privately engaged in pertinent professional ~ursuits. 

TRAINING OF PERSONNEL 

General Training l?squirements. In the main, all radiological defense 

personnel require not only technical training and practical experience in 

physics or some closely related science, but also specific instruction and 

practice in the special techniques of detecting and measuring ionizing radiations. 

It is highly deairable that key administrative personnel possess, in addition 

to the technical background just mentioned, military experience in problems 

pertaining to atomic warfare. 

All technical training of radiological defense personnel should. be 

conducted under the technical direction and supervision of the Chief of the 

Radiological Defense Division, Office of Civil Defense and in accordance with 

a specific program approved by the Advisory Committee on Badiological Defense. 
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This training must be characterized by the highest possible degree of 

uniformity and etande.rdisation and must be closely integrated with related 

courses of instruction in the National Kilitary Establishment. Furthermore, 

since the development of radiological defense personnel fully qualified to 

perform.their respective duties requires appreciable time, il!llllediate peucetime 

inauguration of an approved training program is ilnperative. Its initiation 

cannot be postponed until the moment of attack. 

In addition to the technical training of radiological defense personnel, 

it is necessary to orient all other members o! the Civil Defense organization 

with respect. to the specific radiological problems which they are likely to 

encounter in performance of their assigned duties. 

§Pecific Training Procedures. In order to obtain the high degree of 

proficiency required for effective radiological defense, it is essential th.st 

the following training procedures be adhered to at the several levels of 

organization: 

a. Local Training. 

Training in the local organizations must be directed 

primarily toward the development of maximum individual pro-

ficiency in area survey and technical service operations. It 

wou.ld consist largely of instruction and practice in the 
. 

techniques of detecting and measuring ionizing radiations, 

plus detailed discussion and analysis of the specific problems 

likely to be encountered in performance of their dnties. 

Selected teachers of phy-sics and related sciences from the 

secondary schools would be given extensive basic training 

in radiological defense at various colleges and universities 

stressing the practical techniques employed in area survey 



and technical serYice operation1. Those who successfully 

complete this course of instruction will be qualified for 

positions as leaders of .Area SUI"'Vey and Technical Service 

Units. Thereafter, those interested individuals who have 

demonstrated outstanding ability in the basic tro.ining ·;!ould 

be given additional instruction which will qualify them to 

serve not only as unit leaders, but also as local instructors. 

b. Trcl.ning of Personnel for Special Puroose Unite. 

The training of personnel for Special Purpose Unih would 

be conducted at various collegee and universities under the 

administrative direction of the Chief of the State Radiological 

Defense Division. All personnel assigned to such units would 

require, in addition to their own special technical training 

and experience, specific instruction in the more complex problems 

of radiological defense. 

c. Training of Key Personnel. 

Insofar as :1ossible, key administrative and technical 

personnel in the radiological defense organization should be 

given such advanced training in the problems of atomic warf::;.re 

as may be offered within the several branches of the National 

Military 3stablishment. 

LOGISTICS 

General Logistics Policy. The O)rocurement and supply of radiological 

defense equiyment and materiel is a major ~roblem, complicated by the fact 

that it is currently impossible to state what specific types of special 
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equipment a.re oest suited for radiological defense training and operations. 

In general, it 'f1Ja:J be said that the over-.all equipment and materiel requirements 

for rruiiological defense would be computed by the Office of Civil Defense; 

thn.t ,;rocurement _)refera"'uly would be through a common source and in accordance 

with plans ar.d. s11ecificatiJns joinUy agreed upon by the Office of Civil 

Defcmse, the .u-mad ..:.,orces Special Wes.pons Project, the Armed Forces and the 

Atomic Energy Commission; and, finally, that supply should be in genercl 

accord 111 th the over-all civil defense logi sties plan. 

In the state organization, responsibilii7 both for development and 

implementation of the radiological defense logistics plan and for technical 

supervision of logistics operations would rest with ~he Assistant for Logistics. 

He would aot in accordance with the general provisions of the over-all civil 

defense logh.tics plan promulgated at the national leTel. Within local 

org;:m.iz~tions, corresponding responsibility would rest with the Radiologic3l 

Defense Logistics Officer. He too must act in strict accord.a.nee with :o.a.tional 

policies. 

Tzpes of 2auipment Reauired for Local Onerations. The principal types 

of radiological defense equipment required for Local operations ares 

a. Survey Meters. ·?heee instruments (ionization chambers and 

Geige~ counters) are utilized for the purpose of detecting 

and measuring ionizing radiations. 

b. Dosimeters. These instruments (primarily special purpose 

electroscopes) are utilized to record total periodic exposure 

of personnel to ionizing radiations. 

c. Plotting and Charting Equipment. This includes area maps, 

grid charts and all other items o! equipment used for 
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standardized recording and graphic portrayal of technical data 

relative to the presence of ionizing radiations. 

£or the most part, radiological defense equipment and materiel reouired 

for use by local organizations both in training and in actual defensive 

oper:-tions should. be stored, under lock, in police and fire stctions and in 

those schools and buildings regularly utilized as tr~ining centers. 

comrono.ATioNs 

General Oom.."!Illllic~tions Problems. Because of the many complicated 

_problems involved, establishment of a separate communications system for use 

by the Radiological Defense Division is deemed neither sound nor practical. 

In actual operations, Area Survey and Technical Service Units, which normally 

eperate in close association with the police and fire services.• •.rould depend 

prit:ia.rily upon cor.u:ru.nication facilities of those services and necondarily upon 

telephone, telegrn:ph and other public service faciliUes. 

Perticularly in the event of atomic attack, it is reasonable to suppose 

that for a. period of ~1ours immediately foll 1wing the incident -- uhich may 

reasona'bly be erf)ected to be the critical "'Jeriod for r:tost radiological defense 

oper~Gions -- the ~rincipal communication f~cilities available for ~Ge by 

radiological defense personnel actually engaged in defensive oper~tions may 

be the two-~ay radio systems maintained by the police and fire services. It 

is, of course, possible that these and other facilities ~ be inoper~tive 

and ·th.et messenger service will have to be inaugurated.. 

Post-Incident CornmU.nications ?rocadures. In the event that the police 

and fire rndio sy~tems are the only communication facilities av2ilnble in 

the immediate ?Ost-incident ]eriod and in view of the gre~t volune of essential 
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traffic which must be handled b~ these faciliti••, individual members and 

functional components of the local radiological de:f'enee organization should 

be required to adhere to the following communication -;:irocedures: 

Transmissionsof all types must be kept 'o an absolute minii:rwn. In 

the ::nain, radiological defense messages should be confined to issuance of 

directions and reporting of essential digests of information concerning the 

radiological situation. Radiological defense ?ersonnel should not undertake 

personally to operate (that is, call or talk over) either police or fire 

radio commanication facilities. Inatead they' should write out, in the briefest 

possible form embodying absolute clarity of meaning, &?l1' and all messages 

which require transmission. These would be turned oTer to the police and 

fire communications operators for transmission in accordance with approved 

procedures and established priority schedules. 

As soon after a.ttc.ck as operational :;irocedures permit, available 

t.elephonic communication service should be utilized in order to reduce traffic 

on the radio systems. As a generai rule, direct lines to the local civil 

defense a.pern.Uonal headquarters would be available at regular or emergency 

police or fire stations and sub-headquarters. 

Special Radiological Defense Communications Code. Serious consider~tion 

should be given the desirability of deTeloping a simple, etanda.rd.ized communicction 

code for use in radiological defense operations. Such a code would allow for 

brevit7 of oper~tional messages. It would also provide the aecurit7 essential 

in transmission of technical information. 

P.?..EPAR.ATION OF THE 'U:BLIC ESs:ilNTI.AL TO EFFECTIVE RADIOLOGIC.AL DEF'.:mSE 

Maximum Protection ~eguires Thorough Public Preua.rGtion. The effectiveness 



n~ __,. ~ ..ii rd.lliological defense operntions conducted at the tirae of and 

immediately following atoLliC attack will be in large measure directly 

dependent u_:::ion the extent to 'N"hich the ::1Ublic mcy ::ireviously have been 

prepo.red to :ieet the eventuzli ties of such attack. Maximum =1rot2ction 

requires sound and thonough =Jrepa.r:.:.tion of the entire civil _:::iopuL:.tion ..,,-ell 

in advance of the time of actual attack. 

1.ducation of the Pu.blic of Paramount Inroort.n.nce. Education of the 

:iublic in regpect to the ~potentials and actual limit2t-:i.ons of atomic 

warf~ll"e is the only means by which the civil :_JO:pulation ma¥" be adequately 

prepared to meet the eventualities of atomic attack. ?romp~ development 

and ir.rplementat-ion of such an educational program is a major undertetking 

of vitc:.l import.::.nce to national security. 

Objectives of -he J;dUCc:?.tiona.l ?rogram. rt i.s ,;enerr:.lly l\<;;resd tlL!t 

the _?Sychological a.spec ts of 3.touic warfare are of maximum military and. 

poli ticc.l significance. No .:_:irevious ty;Je of w~.Tfure has offered such rich 

op[;ortunities to e:xDloit fear of the unseen and the unknown. It is, therefore, 

obvious that the )ri:r.iary objecti 're of a :;iro5l"n.m o:f eduea\ion of the .:iutlic 

in respect to atomic warfr.:.re should oe to dispel the current unjustified fear 

of the radiological hazards involved in such warfs.re and to develo-,:i a i,rhole

some understanding of and respect for the ?Otentials of atomic weapons. 

Develo;ment of an ::T.ducational Plan a Civil Defense Responsibility. In 

view of its vital importance to our national eecurity, development of a plan 

for the education of the public designed ade~uately to prepare the civil 

~opulation for the eventualities of atomic attack properly 11 a primary 

responsibility of the Office of Ci~il Defense. Detailed prepar~tion of the 

plan ~ould be the duty of the Chief of the Training Division. However, the 


